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About us
We would like to introduce JAC
Logistics as a Logistics based
company in Islamic Republic of
Pakistan with a network of agents
around the globe.
JAC Logistics started its operation in
2005 with an aim to provide total
logistics solution in an efficient
manner for client satisfaction.
Through this company we are
providing high Class standards for our
customers in local & international
market under One Umbrella.
We offer comprehensive range of
general and special services and
provide cost-efficient solutions to all
logistics requirements.
JAC Logistics can handle your freight
through air, sea and land
routes,providing the warehousing
facility within the custom bonded
areas and can deliver the shipment at
your doorstep.
Our logistics planning and
implementation services secure
significant savings in both time and
cost.
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Aims and Objectives
Our goal is to satisfy customers with their expectations in the field of Shipping & Logistics.

Our Mission

Our mission is to keep you ahead of the curve, with a system that will make your
supply chain faster, leaner, and more efficient.

Our Team

We have a very educated and highly motivated team with an experience of more
then 2 - 3 decade, which work tirelessly round to deliver superior support,
feedback to our valuable customers.

Our Knowledge

We offer our customer a unique blend of local market know-how and global vision
& are very proud of the reputation we've acquired through the years as being one
of the premier international cargo service providers.

Core Values
We have strong value system built on

Integrity - Respect - Good Business Ethics.
Transperancy
We are honest. Our rates are affordable and competitive with no hidden charges

Professionalism
For us time is the most precious thing. We have a
technical team which is dedicated to deliver
superior support by updating customers on timely
basis with tracking, Import/Export legislation,
SRO's, Exemptions, Shipment Arrival, Documents.
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Our Services
Afghan Transit Cargo (Commercial & Non
Commercial)
Ocean Freight - (FCL / LCL)
Air Freight
Project Cargo Handling
Custom Brokerage
Logistics - Warehousing & Distribution
Air & Ocean Export Consolidations
Buyers Consolidation
Handling Ex Works Shipments
Ocean & Air Break Bulk Service
Supply Chain Management
Port Handling
Door To Door Solutions
Handling Of Trailers/Road Freight
Forwarding
Freight & Charge Collections
Multi-Modal Transportation
Air & Ocean Customs Clearance
NVOCC Operations
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Afghan Transit Cargo
Pakistan is the most advantageous position in Afghan Transit Trade, (ATT)
where Port of Karachi plays a major role as hinterland port and
"GATEWAY" to Afghanistan and Central Asian States, Countries.
Pakistan's natural strategic location offers the shortest route to all and
locked markets up north, including Afghanistan. There is no rail network in
Afghanistan and all trade is conducted by land route from Pakistan.
Cargo for Afghanistan in Transit via Pakistan (Karachi Port) is exempted
from Custom Duty and taxes in Pakistan. However, a special Custom Cell
processes and examines the cargo at Karachi Port.
JAC Logistics offers services for door delivery inside Afghanistan and
performs customs clearance & unloading arrangements at job site /
destination inside Afghanistan
Routes For Handling Afghan Cargo:
Peshawar / Torkham for Cargo destined for Jalalabad / Kabul / Bagram.
Quetta / Chaman for Cargo destined for Kandahar / Herat / Lashkargah.
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Ocean Freight - (FCL / LCL)
JAC Logistics a leading provider of
ocean logistics services and
comprehensive solutions as well as
offering freights to remote places
also.
Whether its FCL = Full Container
Load or LCL = Less than Container
Load we have a designated team to
handle your ocean freight.

Air Freight

Reliability is what which every customer expects in today's
business.
That's why our team of airfreight experts creates flexible solutions
for customer needs around the globe.
We provide following Air Freight services for Import and Export:
- Air Freight
- Consolidation
- Break-bulk
- Airport Handling
- Custom Brokerage
- Documentation
- Warehousing
- Insurance Brokerage
- Airport Handling Pick-Up Of Cargo Ex-Factories And Ware
Houses
- World Wide Deliveries on Door-To-Door Basis.
- Ware Housing And Distribution, Insurance Service & Brokerage
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Project Cargo Handling
Project cargo is a term used to broadly describe the national or international
transportation of large, heavy, high value or a
critical (to the project they are intended for) pieces of equipment.
Also commonly referred to as heavy lift, this includes shipments made of various
components which need disassembly for shipment and reassembly after
delivery.
Managing heavy lift projects requires special expertise, care and detailing.
JAC Logistics have built a formidable reputation in Project
Cargo Logistics and heavy lift shipments with our dedicated operations team
who have a thorough understanding of handling
cargo's with ports, customs and transport agencies.
We offer innovative Project Cargo Handling solutions as well as technical
engineering services to manage the project completely from start to finish,
ensuring timely delivery of your valuable goods.
Delivering efficiently at minimum cost over the years, we have managed several
high-value project cargoes, offering our
customers world-class Project Cargo Services at minimum costs.
Regardless of the shipment's destination, our team handles
every consignment in a customized manner, planning and engineering all the
required points in detail (including a rigging study to ensure maximum safety
throughout the lifting procedures).
A good rapport with liners and break bulk operators helps us to offer our
customers and partners a competitive service such as.
Operational Team Expertise
Site inspection and project planning
Route surveys and selection of reliable carriers
Track and trace with en-route reporting
Customs clearance
Final stage delivery with closing report
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Custom Brokerage
JAC Logistics facilitates the import and export
shipments and delivery of goods across geographical
borders for individuals and organizations from one
country to another.
As a Custom House Agent we are well versed with
updated customs regulations and procedures, we can
handle clearance of all your Import / Export shipments
with ease and efficiency.
Our custom clearance related services includes advice
to our clients in preparation of final Import / Export
related documents, completion of appraisement and
examination formalities and payments.
The consignments after completion of custom
formalities are either shipped / delivered to the client's
warehouse or are dispatched to the upcountry
destination under our supervision.
We have experience of handling all sorts of
import/export whether temporary or on permanent
basis cleared on payment of duty and
taxes or under various exemption notifications
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Logistics Warehousing and Distribution
JAC Logistics provides transportation, freight, warehousing and
distribution services to companies in over major countries around
the globe.
Whatever your market sector, in today's highly competitive
environment, efficient warehousing and distribution management is
central to commercial success.
That's why you will be seeking a supply chain partner with a strong
track record.
Getting the right product to the right destination, on time, on
budget, with end-to-end visibility.
But that's only the beginning, of course. With today's short product
life cycles, tougher time-to-market pressures, and more demanding
seasonal inventory builds, you will understand the critical need for a
trust worthy partner like us.
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Air & Ocean Export Consolidation
Consolidation is a process of combining small shipments into one
large shipment and de-consolidation is the breaking of one large
shipment into smaller ones.
JAC consolidation service & de-consolidation service is very effective
in reducing the warehouse inventory and enabling the products to
reach where the demand is.
JAC Logistics handle a large volume of consolidated LCL consignments
from all major ports.
We use advanced technologies for the consolidation services. Also,
we have expert staff that is very efficient in handling these services.
Our highly trained staff takes care of the consolidation services on the
basis of what inventory is required at what place.
We take care of the de-consolidation services in a way that products
are organized properly and managed into pieces, so they can reach the
marketplace in lesser time.
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Buyers Consolidations
For importers who obtain their goods from different suppliers in one
country or region, we offer the opportunity for cost effective
transport via our LCL/FCL Buyers Consolidation.
This means that all orders placed with the particular suppliers are
consolidated into one transport unit. Thus transport costs are saved
and the risk of damage is minimized.

Handling Ex Works Shipments
Ex-works shipping terms can be useful for importers when suppliers are
not willing or able to offer FOB terms. When importing cargo on these
terms, your costs are very clear cut. As you know all of the transport
and documentation fees, your costs can be very well controlled from
the outset.
Don't worry too much about all of this, JAC Logistics got all covered we
can make this process simple.
If you've agreed on shipping Ex works with us, we can arrange all of the
transport, documentation and handling of the goods and simply include
the costs in an all inclusive quote.
If your supplier offers you EXW terms, and you have an EXW quote
from us. You'll see the price difference.
All there is to look into now is the Duty and VAT and you can work that
out here.
JAC Logistics is able to establish the local costs for you and make the
process simple for you.
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Ocean and Air Break Bulk Services
If you have break bulk cargo, let JAC Logistics facilitate the move from
beginning to end. With our years of experience and extensive professional
network in break bulk service, we know how to transport your shipment
safely and at the lowest possible cost to you.

Supply Chain Management
Supply chain management (SCM) is a very important part of any organization
as it deals with the effective management of supply chain activities to ensure
and maximize customer value and achieve a competitive advantage.
Companies who use strategic SCM are able to function at their best capacity
to provide and distribute their products and materials efficiently.
The most important work in supply chain is the clearance of goods on proper
time, JAC Logistics ensures that all the custom procedures and loading of
cargo are done on timely basis in order to avoid any demurrage/detention
and late deliveries.
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Port Handling
JAC Logistics provides superior services at the port area to their clients.
Having best relations with terminals, transporters& Port Authorities
allows us to handle your cargo smoothly and safely at the port area.

Door To Door Solutions
No matter the scope or scale of our
services, our focus is to minimize
your stress and create a positive
experience.
During each move, we assign a
dedicated guide to help. We assess the
volume of your cargo and how that
translates to your destination.
We make every effort to minimize
disruption to your work by building and
guiding you through a step-by-step plan
that works within your time
frame, working at a pace that allows you
to emotionally process "Right"sizing
when moving goods one place to
another.
From door to door, we've got all the
right moves!
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Handling of Trailers Road Freight Forwarding
The company offers its clients to use telescopic semi-trailers, low bed
and other special trailers.
We have gained experience in transportation of the following cargoes:
" Metal structures
" Equipment
" Concrete structures
" Wheeled vehicles
" Tanks of different types
" Pipes
" Other
" Road freight forwarding to/from CIS countries.
" Road freight forwarding within the Pakistan.
" Road freight forwarding of partial cargoes.
" Filling of documents.
" Cargo insurance services.
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Multi Modal Transportations
Multimodal Transport is the combination of
different means of transport, in order to
facilitate the movement of cargo, i.e. making it
faster and more efficient.
JAC Logistics provides an interface between
the various types of transport, without getting
the Importer or the Exporter involved in this
exchange.
Providing a full scale of integrated Multi-Modal
transportation "from door to door" as a singlesource supplier, including road, rail and ocean
transportation whether your supply chain
extends across town, across the country or
around the globe.
Our experience and versatility in Multi-Modal
service are a guarantee of fast, safe and valuefor-money haulage.
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Air and Ocean Customs Clearance
JAC Logistics provides complete Air & Sea Customs clearance.

We are well aware of all the custom clearance procedures & SRO'S to
make all the custom procedure smooth and easy.
We arrange the clearance on its free time serving its clients with best
customer service because clients satisfaction is our main
motive.

NVOCC Operations

NVOCC stands for Non-Vessel Operating Common Carrier.
JAC Logistics is into NVOCC operation with group owned assets.
As a licensed NVOCC, our Sea freight department coordinates
movements for Full Container Load (FCL) cargo to/from any
International Ports.

